
9 Select one... 0

17 Very confident 0

9 Reasonably confident 0

5 Getting there 0

4 Still clueless 0

0

1

0

Topic Area Skill Level Notes
Data tables & charts Copying and pasting data Shortcuts Select one... Ctrl+C, Ctrl+X, Ctrl+V, Using shift and arrows to select, Ctrl+Down, etc to jump to the end of a range, Copying a cell compared to copying a text string or the contents of a cell.  

Topic progress: 0% Paste Special Select one... Transposing data, copying only values, or formats.  

Text to Columns Select one... Using text from website tables, etc.  Using spaces or commas to delimit text.  

Graphs and charts Generate a basic chart Select one... New or existing sheet, what data to select.  Types of chart available.  

Editing text and axes Select one... Fixing axis scales, adding labels, extending ranges.  

Sorting data Using Data Sort Select one... Sorting a table by one or more criteria.  Selecting all the data required.  

Using a Filter Select one... Reasons for use, common errors and drawbacks.  

Formatting and editing Data formats Changing data formats Select one... Using the Number dialogue box to display as currency, % (note: still treated as decimals, but view and input as %).  

Topic progress: 0% Dealing with percentages Select one... Understanding how values are stored

Custom formats Select one... Perhaps for dates, or a particular way of writing currency (GBP300).  Using the settings to help you.  

0 Changing formats with a function Select one... The TEXT function (used in conjunction with data format dialogue box), using 1* to convert a numerical text string to number data.  

0 Cell and sheet formats Font and background colours Select one... Using the palette, more colours, paste special formats, shading options (cross-hatching, etc).  

0 Borders Select one... Cell borders, including thick and double lines.  

0 Text alignment Select one... Not just left, right, centre, but top, middle, bottom of cell, and also different angles (eg for columns).  

Move/copy and format sheets Select one... Changing sheet tab colours, how to move and copy sheets within and between workbooks.  

Cell modifications Changing row and column widths Select one... Can Paste Special column widths.  Can highlight multiple rows/columns to change all of them together.  

Merging cells Select one... When to use and how it affects cell referencing.  

Text wrapping, shrink to fit Select one... Displays longer lines of text on separate lines, or reduces font to fit.  

Hiding rows or columns Select one... Data still accessible to formulas, but not visible to user.  How to undo.  Glitches: comment boxes, images.  

Conditional formatting Basic conditional formatting Select one... Changes depending on cell value (or 'contains' text value, etc)

Built-in icons and colour schemes Select one... Changes depending on range (numerical or dependent (%)).  Editable, but pre-set-up.  

Conditional formatting using formulas Select one... Setting up a formula to determine format (eg, highlight if C3>A3).  

Formulas and referencing Cell and range references The basics of a cell reference Select one... Naming references as well.  Range reference (vector or matrix style)

Topic progress: 0% Absolute and relative references Select one... Why they're useful for lookups in particular, using F4.  Partial absolute references for two-way tables.  

0 Referencing other sheets or workbooks Select one... Excel syntax, and how INDIRECT can be used to easily modify references if sheet names are likely to be changed.  

0 Writing Formulas Basic function syntax Select one... Using an equals sign, pairing brackets, including necessary arguments and appropriate cell/range references.  Using Excel's function help.  

0 Common calculations Select one... In addition to the usual (+-*/), and a nod to BIDMAS, using SUM, PRODUCT, AVERAGE, COUNT, MAX, MIN, ROUND.  

0 Date & time functions Select one... NOW, TODAY, DAY, MONTH, YEAR

Logic functions Select one... Using IF, LOOKUP, MATCH, SUMIF, COUNTIF, AVERAGEIF

Lookup functions Select one... LOOKUP, MATCH

Text functions Select one... Using MID, LEFT, RIGHT, FIND, LEN, SUBSTITUTE

Statistical functions Select one... Use of the RAND function, the averages and spread functions, RANK and correlation functions.  

Mathematical functions Select one...

Data validation Limiting input values to certain numbers Select one...

Limiting using a drop-down menu Select one...

Using INDIRECT for varying length lists Select one...

Dealing with errors Errors in Formulas Interpreting error codes Select one... What #VALUE, #NUM etc mean and how they may have come about.  

Topic progress: 0% 0 Factoring errors into formulas Select one... Using ISERR, ISERROR, ISNUM, etc along with the IF function to give better returns or flag up errors more easily.  

0 Protection Locking cells Select one... All cells automatically locked, but has no effect unless sheet protected.  

0 0 Protecting sheets or workbooks Select one... With a password or without, just to avoid accidental tampering.  

Advanced techniques Using objects Adding/editing pictures Select one... Much the same as other Office applications, pictures can be added to, and edited in, Excel.  

Topic progress: 0% 0 Working with spinners Select one... A good macro-free way of modifying cells or settings by clicking arrows.  

0 Working with macros Recording macros and using buttons Select one... Following a procedure and saving as a macro to be repeated at the click of a button.  

0 0 Editing macros in VBA Select one... Additional elements can be added such as screenupdating options for long procedures, loops, and even calculations.  

Overall Progress:


